No. 20-512/2016-AS.I Vol-II

Dated the 14th September, 2016

To,

All Basic, CMTS, UASL &UL(AS) Licensee(s)

Subject: Withdrawal of instruction/ direction dated 08.11.2016 issued to All Basic, CMTS, UASL &UL(AS) Licensee(s) regarding provisioning of monitoring facilities for all types of Services including value added Service and additional facilities

The undersigned is directed to state that, the instruction issued vide this Department letter No. 800-62/2008-VAS dt.08.11.2010 are modified to be read as:

“Any service permitted under the scope of this License Agreement, shall be commenced by the Licensee after giving an intimation to do so to the Licensor. However, the compliance to the scope of the License and requisite monitoring facilities will be demonstrated to the licensor within 90 days from the date of receipt of such intimation from the Licensee.”

2. Kindly acknowledge the receipt.

(R.K. SONI)
Director (AS)
Ph. No. 23036284

Copy to:

1. Secretary, TRAI
2. Administrator USOF/ Wireless Advisor/ Sr. DDG(TEC)/ Sr. DDG (TERM)/ Sr. DDG(LFP)
3. DDG (WPF)/ DDG (CS)/ DDG (DS)/ DDG(LF-A)/ DDG (AC)
4. Director (IT) may kindly arrange to upload this letter on the website of DoT.